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Management, Stephen P. Robbins, Mary Coulter, 1999, Management, 745 pages. This best-selling text demonstrates the real-world applications of management concepts and helps to make management come alive by bringing real managers and students together.
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Surviving the Cancer System An Empowering Guide to Taking Control of Your Care, Mark R. Fesen, 2009, Health & Fitness, 274 pages. According to the National Cancer Institute, approximately 8.4 million Americans alive today have suffered from or currently suffer from cancer. Newly diagnosed patients and

For the People: American Populist Movements from the Revolution to the 1850s, Ronald P. Formisano, 2008, History, 328 pages. From the Anti-Federalists to the Know-Nothings, Formisano traces populist political movements in the U.S. chronologically from the Revolution to the Civil War, contextualizing

The Ultimate Bar Book The Comprehensive Guide to Over 1,000 Cocktails, Mittie Hellmich, Jul 1, 2010, Cooking, 476 pages. Ultimate Bar Book is the first and only guide to classic and new drink recipes. Loaded with essential-to-know topics such as barware, tools, and mixing tips, this book has it.
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A mouse has to do what a mouse has to do. Ragweed is determined to see the world. He leaves his family and cozy country home and sets off by train for the big city. What.


Lady of Light, Carolyn Fitzsimmons, Oct 6, 2005, Fiction. Since the death of both of her parents, Alexandra Romero’s grandmother from Santa Fe, New Mexico, has been her sole support system. But that treasured relationship comes to an end.

Murder at Walden Pond, A Steve Asher Mystery, Al Blanchard, 2001, Fiction, 200 pages. A clear, accessible and irreverent guide to how the UK’s legal machine works. A definitive portrait of the influential cartoonist and creator of the legendary comic strips, Terry and the Pirates and Steve Canyon, traces Milton Caniff’s life from his early years.

Criticizes many common personnel management practices, and argues that policies such as job security and fair compensation result in greater profits in the long run.

Midtown South, Christopher Newman, Jul 12, 1986, Fiction, 295 pages. The rich, the poor, and the evil take on two New York cops in a gripping novel that rips the city wide open.

Fundamentals of Psychology, Michael W. Eysenck, 2009, Psychology, 702 pages. Aimed at those new to the subject, Fundamentals of Psychology is a clear and reader-friendly textbook that will help students explore and understand the essentials of psychology.

Programming Ado.Net, Richard Hundhausen, Borg
Don Hellriegel, John W. Slocum 2001 The Many Faces of MurukanMI
The History and Meaning of a South Indian God, Fred W. Clothey, Jan 1, 1978, Religion, 252 pages
Explains what circumstances require caesarean section, discusses the risks and possible side effects of the surgery, and describes alternative methods for difficult births. The Land of the Pharaohs harbors more secrets than any tomb can hide. In Egypt for the 1911 archaeological season, Amelia Peabody and her family are not anticipating trouble.

Don Hellriegel, John W. Slocum 0324055595, 9780324055597
The Siege, Helen Dunmore, May 30, 2002, Fiction, 304 pages. Helen Dunmore follows the lives of four ordinary people, united by love, trying to survive the siege of Leningrad in her powerful historical novel The Siege.
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Profile 1: Pre-intermediate Workbook, Volume 2 Pre-intermediate Workbook, Jon Naunton, Jan 1, 2005, Foreign Language Study, 80 pages. ProFile is a three-level course for people who want to discuss different areas of business - and improve their business English at the same time. Whether you are studying Casanova in Bolzano, Sándor Márai, 2005, Fiction, 294 pages. In 1756, after escaping from Venice's most notorious jail, Giacomo Casanova seeks refuge in the Italian village of Bolzano, where he once again embarks on a campaign of Japan in international politics the foreign policies of an adaptive state, Thomas U. Berger, Mike Mochizuki, Jitsuo Tsuchiyama, 2007, Political Science, 349 pages. A systematic analysis of how Japan's role in international politics will likely continue to change well into the 21st century. Andrew Oros, Washington College

How have shifts Don Hellriegel, John W. Slocum 0324055595, 9780324055597 Exceptional C++ Shows By Example How To Go About Sound Software Engineering In Standard C++. The Puzzles And Problems In Exceptional C++ Not Only Entertain, They Will Help You. Aaron - an average eighteen year old boy - finds himself dragged into a conflict between a Superhero, and Conglomerate, in which he is propelled across planets and dimensions.
give or take a shilling. Discovery, Thom Thomas, Oct 18, 2013, Fiction, 430 pages. Written by Thom Thomas, Give or Take a Pebble: The Beginning is the first book in the give or take... series and tells the story of Dr. Joshua Krump, a man who survives Advanced Level Chemistry A2 For Aqa Specification B, John Atkinson, Carol Hibert, 2001, Chemistry, 316 pages. This text is written to match exactly the specification for teaching Advanced Chemistry from September 2000. There are two strands, AS and A2.
The Fritts (Fritz) family heritage: a historical, genealogical, and biographical record of the Fritts (Fritz) and allied families from October 30, 1738, Gregory A. Fritts, 1979, Reference

Attack of Apollyon, Jerry B. Jenkins, Tim F. LaHaye, Chris Fabry, 2002, Juvenile Fiction, 148 pages. Now that the sun and the moon have gone dark, Vicki struggles to keep the believers at the schoolhouse warm and alive, as Judd and Nada search for Samuel but fear he may be Don Hellriegel, John W. Slocum 2001

The Princess who Had Almost Everything, Mireille Levert, 2008, Juvenile Fiction, 32 pages. In a modern-day cautionary tale against over-indulgence, Princess Alicia has everything she needs and more yet she is still terribly bored, but her happiness may be found in Trail of Hope. The Story of the Mormon Trail, William W. Slaughter, 1997, History, 204 pages. The western migration of more than 500,000 people is one of America's legendary stories. From 1806, when Lewis and Clark "opened" the West, until the 1869 joining of the Hardy Tess of the D'Urbervilles, Bruce Hugman, 1974, Literary Criticism, 62 pages. Based on the nationally recognized consumer newsletter The Oppenheim Toy Portfolio—an indispensable guide to the best products for children today. Guaranteed to save time. Oxford Reading Tree remains the nation's favourite reading scheme and countless children have learnt to read with Biff, Chip, and Kipper. We are delighted to unveil its fresh. Avoiding the lifestyle of his late gangster father by working as a clock repairman, Joe Spork fixes an unusual device that turns out to be a former secret agent's doomsday.

Pigs in Planes: The Big Bear Nightmare
The Big Bear Nightmare, Paul Cooper, Jan 6, 2011, Juvenile Fiction, 176 pages. Kweeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeep! When the alarm squeal sounds it must be a job for Captain Peter Porker and the PIGS IN PLANES! There's an emergency somewhere in Animal Paradise.

The Essential Jung
Selected and introduced by Anthony Storr, C. G. Jung, Oct 10, 2013, Psychology, 448 pages. In this compact volume, British psychiatrist and writer Anthony Storr has selected extracts from Jung's writings that pinpoint his many original contributions and relate the
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Oral biochemistry, Dominic Donald Dziewiatkowski, Thomas G. Green, University of Michigan. School of Dentistry, 1976, Medical, 174 pages The Mexican Revolution Conflict and Consolidation, 1910-1940, Douglas W. Richmond, Sam W. Haynes, Mar 22, 2013, History, 264 pages. In 1910 insurgent leaders crushed the Porfirian dictatorship, but in the years that followed fought among themselves, until a nationalist consensus produced the 1917

Relive the iconic adventures of Tempus, the Riddler, and his Sacred Band through the eyes of Nikodemos, his right-side companion, as Niko seeks his spirit's balance on Bandara. With magnificent colour plates of birds and eggs, distribution maps, description of habitat, breeding and behaviour, line drawings of nests, birds, feathers, head and eye.
My Heart Is a Violin Reowned Violinist/Composer and Holocaust Survivor, Shony Alex Braun, Feb 1, 2003, Biography & Autobiography, 220 pages. Two 20-year-old cousins meet at a family reunion and share the joy, humor, and wonderment of their first exhilarating loves. Andrea is a New York City nursing student and MuffyPrentice Hall Literature, Volume 1, Copper, Jan 1, 1994, Juvenile Nonfiction, 804 pages Don Hellriegel, John W. Slocum Cengage South-Western, 2001
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International Communism and the Communist International, 1919-43, Tim Rees, Andrew Thorpe, 1998, Political Science, 323 pages. The Communist International was formed in Moscow in 1919 as a factory of world revolution, but was dissolved in 1943 without having led a single successful working-class revolution.

Una estrella anímica, Sherryl Woods, Jul 1, 2013, Fiction, 262 pages. El domador de caballos Wade Owens trataba a Lauren Winters como si fuera una intrusa que estuviera pavoneándose por su territorio, lo que hizo que ella se pusiera furiosa...

YCassell's Dictionary of First Names, Adrian Room, 2002, Reference, 670 pages. Covers first names drawn from Anglo-Saxon usage throughout the United Kingdom, its colonies, and the United States, offering a history of the name and a list of actors, authors

Signals And Linear Systems, 3Rd Ed, Robert A. Gabel, Richard A. Roberts, Feb 5, 2009, 492 pages. The book unifies the various approaches used to characterize the interaction of signals with systems. It stresses their commonality, and contrasts difference/differential

Messy Sadie turns her home upside-down after spending a day playing "house" in her home, in a shaped book that comes complete with lively rhymes and two pages of colorful. Included in the examples are works from the Charleston and Old Slave Mart museums and the ironwork of Philip Simmons.

Preparing a Passover seder for twenty? Or a Purim feast for six? Or making a kosher meal to impress the in-laws? Whether it's grand-scale celebrating or a cozy simple at-home.
Reading with the Stars A Celebration of Books and Libraries, Leonard Kniffel, 2011, Literary Criticism, 158 pages. Collects interviews, essays, and speeches from celebrities in the fields of literature, politics, sports, and entertainment that showcase how important the reading experience.

Mob Nemesis: How the FBI Crippled Organized Crime, Joe Griffin, 2002, Political Science, 336 pages. Mob and crime-fighting cognoscenti and die-hard Sopranos fans will certainly enjoy Griffin’s detailed recollections of these lesser-known mobsters' downfall. -Publishers download Management: A Competency-Based Approach
Concert Pitch, Julia Frankau, 2009, History, 384 pages. This is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated for quality. Quality assurance was conducted on each of these books in an attempt to remove books with imperfections.

Rhymes of Love, Torquato Tasso, 2011, Poetry, 213 pages
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